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Abstract: Duchenne muscular dystrophy is the most frequent lethal genetic disease. Several 

clinical trials have established both the beneficial effect of steroids in Duchenne muscular dys-

trophy and the well-known risk of side effects associated with their daily use. For many years it 

has been known that steroids associated with ambulation loss lead to obesity and also damage the 

bone structure resulting in the bone density reduction and increased incidence of bone fractures 

and fat embolism syndrome, an underdiagnosed complication after fractures. Fat embolism 

syndrome is characterized by consciousness disturbance, respiratory failure and skin rashes. 

The use of steroids in Duchenne muscular dystrophy may result in vertebral fractures, even 

without previous trauma. Approximately 25% of patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy 

have a long bone fracture, and 1% to 22% of fractures have a chance to develop fat embolism 

syndrome. As the patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy have progressive cardiac and 

respiratory muscle dysfunction, the fat embolism may be unnoticed clinically and may result in 

increased risk of death and major complications. Different treatments and prevention measures 

of fat embolism have been proposed; however, so far, there is no efficient therapy. The pre-

vention, early diagnosis and adequate symptomatic treatment are of paramount importance. 

The fat embolism syndrome should always be considered in patients with Duchenne muscular 

dystrophy presenting with fractures, or an unexplained and sudden worsening of respiratory 

and cardiac symptoms.
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Introduction
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is the most frequent infantile hereditary 

myopathy, an X-linked disorder, caused by a mutation in the dystrophin gene. The 

product of this gene, dystrophin, is a protein localized in the subsarcolemmal area of 

muscle fiber and is responsible for membrane stability preventing cell damage induced 

by contraction.1,2

Several clinical trials have established both the beneficial effect of steroids in DMD 

and the well-known risk of side effects associated with their daily use. Steroids are 

recommended in the international standards of care guidelines for DMD because of 

their ability to slow the progression of weakness, reduce the development of scoliosis 

(curvature of the spine) and delay breathing and heart problems.1,2

For many years, it has been known that steroids associated with ambulation loss lead 

to obesity and also damage the bone structure resulting in the bone density reduction 

and increased incidence of bone fractures which vary between 25% cases in long 

bones to 19% in vertebras.1,2
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Therefore, the factors described earlier are the cause 

of DMD patient’s predisposition to develop fat embolism 

syndrome (FES), an underdiagnosed complication after frac-

tures, characterized by consciousness disturbance, respira-

tory failure and skin rashes. As the patients with DMD have 

progressive cardiac and respiratory muscle dysfunction, the 

FES may be unnoticed clinically and may result in increased 

risk of death and major complications. In addition, the minor 

cases are hardly diagnosed.3–5

The presence of fat droplets in the microcirculation has 

been found in about 95% of bone fractures and may cause a 

fat embolism. The FES is present in about 19% of cases of 

trauma being characterized by skin rash, respiratory failure 

and consciousness disturbance.3 However, the condition is 

usually asymptomatic as the embolus is destroyed before 

causing any injury.

The diagnosis of FES is clinical. According to Gurd and 

Wilson’s5 criteria, the cardinal symptoms constitute the syn-

drome triad: skin rash and respiratory and neurologic altera-

tions. The minor symptoms include tachycardia, disturbance 

of retina, fever and diuresis reduction.4 It also could provoke 

thrombocytopenia over 50%, hemoglobin decrease over 20% 

and fatty macroglobulinemia.

The clinical manifestations do not help in the early diag-

nosis as the symptoms may develop 24–72 h after trauma 

(and especially after fractures) when lipid microparticles 

become impacted in the pulmonary microvasculature and 

other microvascular beds such as in the brain. The onset of 

symptoms may coincide with the agglutination and degrada-

tion of fat emboli.4,5

Some hypotheses have been proposed as possible mecha-

nisms of FES are important to highlight them. 1) The mechanic 

theory shows that trauma increases the intramedullary pres-

sure, releasing lipid particles from the sinusoids, obstructing 

the microcirculation.3 2) The lipase theory suggests that the 

increased plasmatic level of lipase after lesion promotes 

saponification and causes mobilization of fat particles. 

3) According to the free fatty acid theory, trauma stimulates 

the inflammatory process, releasing free fatty acids, which 

cause vasculitis. 4) In relation to the shock and coagulation 

hypothesis, trauma would lead to hypovolemia, reducing the 

blood flow velocity and activating the coagulation.4

Different treatments and prevention measures of FES 

have been proposed; however, so far, there is no efficient 

therapy.6

Materials and methods
This is a systematic review of the literature. The database 

search was finished in May 28, 2016. The content was 

researched in the databases: PubMed, Lilacs, Science Direct, 

Wiley Online Library and HighWire. The keywords used 

in the advanced search were the following: “Duchenne 

dystrophy and fat embolism,” “Duchenne dystrophy and 

fracture” and “fracture and fat embolism epidemiology” 

(Figure 1; Table 1).

Results
After extensive review of the literature about FES and 

DMD, we found just five articles reporting patients with this 

association. A total of 16 cases were described, and they are 

summarized in Table 2.

In 1992, the first case of DMD related to FES was pub-

lished by Pender et al,7 describing a 12-year-old boy who 

suffered a fracture followed by consciousness disturbance, 

respiratory failure and skin rash with a recovery.

Amador et al8 reported a case of a 14-year-old boy, who 

suffered a fracture after falling from the wheelchair 48 h 

before hospitalization. While the trauma was being treated, 

there was a neurological decay. The treatment was performed 

successfully.

McAdam et al9 presented the first article about fat embo-

lism as a result of minor trauma without fracture in five boys 

Figure 1 Literature flowchart.

Table 1 Databases and different keywords

Keywords PubMed Lilacs Science 
Direct

Wiley 
Online

HighWire

Duchenne muscular 
dystrophy ×  
fat embolism

4 3 1 1 4

Duchenne 
dystrophy × 
fracture

2 31 31 12 21

Fracture ×  
fat embolism

1 9 20 0 0
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with DMD. Four patients were taking corticosteroids daily 

and had a fatal outcome. All patients fulfilled the clinical 

criteria for FES.

Medeiros et al10 reported eight cases of fat embolism in 

patients with DMD who had sustained low-energy trauma.

Recently, Stein et al11 described a case report about a 

patient with DMD exhibiting cardiopulmonary, neurologic 

and visual signs consistent with FES after minor trauma.

Discussion
In this review, we discuss the causes of FES and fractures in 

patients with DMD as well as the correlation among them 

and the difficulty of an accurate diagnosis.

Even though FES has been known for decades, many 

factors remain undiscovered in the scientific community: 

could be the multifactorial pathophysiology of FES?

what about the effective therapeutic 
approaches and the real epidemiology of 
its clinical manifestations?
When examining the literature of FES, the occurrence can vary 

greatly among the studies reaching values of 22%, although 

there is a great difficultly in diagnosing minor cases.12

Although there is a difficulty to obtain an early diagnosis, 

a prompt treatment would be vital to have a better progno-

sis. Differential diagnosis includes aspiration pneumonia/

pneumonitis, pulmonary embolism, traumatic brain injury, 

stroke and seizures, which could result in unhelpful diagnos-

tics and procedures. In relation to thrombosis, conditions such 

as cerebral infarction and pulmonary embolism are serious 

life-threatening complications of DMD, as activated in the 

coagulation system as well.13–18

Thus, it is important to keep in mind the possibility of 

FES during postoperative situations or after fractures as 

patients with DMD also have cardiac and respiratory muscle 

dysfunctions from the disease itself, which could mask the 

right diagnosis of FES.

We found only a few reports about fractures followed by 

FES in patients with DMD.

The occurrence of FES has also been described in 

5–14-year-old children experiencing long bone and pelvic 

fractures. It is estimated that FES incidence in children is 

100 times lower than in adults, and this could be due to the 

lower fat marrow content and small amounts of liquid triolein 

(glyceryl trioleate) in children’s bone marrow.19 On the other 

hand, osteoporosis, obesity, immobility and steroid therapy 

contribute to the increased fat on the bone marrow.9

Although the fat embolism is common after long bone 

fractures, the FES is not a well-recognized complication in 

patients with DMD.

The few remote cases reported could be explained by the 

heterogeneous presentation and problems with diagnostic 

testing. Except for the skin rush, there are no pathognomonic 

signs. In addition, an asymptomatic latent period of about 

12–48 h usually precedes the symptoms.7

The cases reported in the literature showed that the age 

onset of FES in DMD started between 12 and 23 years old. 

Almost all patients were non-ambulant and were corticoster-

oid users suggesting that immobility and steroid use could 

trigger the FES (Table 2).

The review articles stress the fragile bone formation and 

muscle atrophy in patients with DMD which could predispose 

to the occurrence of falls, resulting in ambulant loss. The 

consequent immobilization would predispose to obesity over-

loading the bone structure. Conversely, steroids increase the 

incidence of obesity and decrease bone density causing vertebral 

fractures and facilitating clinical evolution to fat embolism.

Different treatments and prevention of FES have been 

published; however, there is no efficient treatment until now.6 

The standard procedure consists of supporting measures 

beyond the early fixation of the broken bone8 but above all, 

early diagnoses should for instance be considered as part of 

the initial treatment. One of the most important measures in 

FES consists of ensuring good arterial oxygenation. High 

flow rate oxygen is given to maintain the arterial oxygen 

tension in the normal range.20 But in DMD, the increased 

supply of oxygen can aggravate hypoventilation and there-

fore lead to death.21 In patients with DMD, the oxygen 

Table 2 Clinical data from five different reports: FES × DMD

Study N Age 
(years)

Use of 
steroids 

Non-ambulant FES, major 
criteria $2

FES, minor 
criteria $1

Evolution 
death

Pender et al7 1 12 No Y Y, 1 Y, 1 0
Amador et al8 1 14 Y, 1 Y, 1 Y, 1 Y, 1 0
Medeiros et al10 8 14–13 Y, 7 Y, 7 Y, 8 Y, 8 3
McAdam et al1,9 5 14–23 Y, 4 Y, 5 Y, 5 Y, 5 4 
Stein et al11 1 15 Y, 1 Y, 1 Y, 1 Y, 1 0

Note: Y, present; No, absent.
Abbreviations: DMD, Duchenne muscular dystrophy; FeS, fat embolism syndrome.
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supply must be made with assisted ventilation (invasive or 

not).21 In addition, maintenance of intravascular volume is 

important, because shock can exacerbate the lung injury 

caused by FES.20 In DMD, due to the possibility of cardiac 

dysfunction, the supply of fluids should be taken carefully 

and use of vasoactive drugs should be important.

Aiming to improve life quality, this review highly 

advocates the adoption of the DMD Care Considerations 

Working Group for the medical staff in charge of DMD 

cases.21 According to the guideline, the patients’ nutrition 

and fracture history needs to be detailed. In addition, the 

following examinations should be performed to prevent 

complications: calcium, phosphorus, alkaline phosphatase, 

25 OH vitamin D level, magnesium and parathyroid hormone 

levels, urine calcium, sodium and creatinine, and annually, 

bone densitometry for patients at risk (history of fractures, 

glucocorticoid use or Z-score ,−2). Back X-rays should be 

taken in patients with back pain or with kyphoscoliosis to 

rule out vertebral compression fractures. Possible interven-

tions suggested are as follows: Vitamin D supplementation in 

case of deficiency, calcium, intravenous bisphosphonates for 

vertebral compression fractures and a diet rich in vitamin D 

and calcium. For patients taking steroids, it is also important 

to encourage weight-bearing activities, multivitamin supple-

ments with vitamin D3 and to consider bisphosphonates 

use.22 It would be safer that patients carry an emergency card 

warning of the risk of FES after fractures.

Ness and Apkon22 advocate the identification of fractures 

on admission and an implementation of a mitigation plan 

that focuses on ensuring no child acquires a fracture while 

hospitalized, especially in high-risk patients such as neuro-

muscular ones.

In additional, the study by James et al23 revealed that the 

main risk factor for fractures in patients with DMD/Becker 

muscular dystrophy consisted of full-time wheelchair use. 

Consequently, it is suggested to pay special attention to assure 

the use of seatbelts, instruct the families how to perform safe 

transfers and explain the risks. As for fractures in ambulatory 

boys, the use of internal fixation and weight-bearing mea-

sures are recommended. In addition, before any surgery, it is 

vital to discuss the case with the child’s neuromuscular team 

members, including cardiologist and pulmonologist.

These measures can improve life quality and prevent 

events such as fractures and FES.

Conclusion
A high index of suspicion is needed to make the diagnosis 

of the fatal FES.

As the patients with DMD have progressive cardiac and 

respiratory muscle dysfunction, the FES may be unnoticed 

clinically and may result in increased risk of death and major 

complications. So, we do recommend to always keep in mind 

the diagnoses of FES.

Early detection and treatment is the key to a successful 

outcome and also to reduce the progression and severity of 

clinical picture.

Disclosure
The authors report no conflicts of interest in this work.
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